
The Drum Recommends is a database containing over 72,000 ratings left by 
brands about agencies. Each year, The Drum downloads the ratings from the 
database to identify which agencies are the highest-rated by clients, and 
recognise those agencies via The Drum Recommends Awards.

These awards are one of a kind in 
the industry as winning can only be 
achieved through the high regard 
of clients. 

AMBITIOUS has won Agency of 
the Year in the PR category for four 
years running 2018-2021.

...
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The Creative Industry’s Leading Benchmark Report

Performance: Recommended Ratings Out of 10



Social proofing is a powerful force for accountability. The Drum Recommends 
empowers agencies to set themselves apart from their peers by asking 
clients for anonymous and honest feedback about their work. The Drum 
Recommends analyses this data and scores each agency for the services they 
offer so that clients can make decisions with confidence.
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What our clients say:

Ambitious are a brilliant agency to work with. They have been highly 
professional and engaging to work with. We have appreciated regular 
challenge and consultancy on our approach from Day 1. Alongside 
excellent campaign and content ideas. They have also been very 
adapting to our specific needs and requirements. Highly 
recommended.”

“

Services: Recommended Ratings Out of 10



Get in touch: hello@ambitiouspr.co.uk

AMBITIOUS has provided excellent PR support to our business. 
Identifying issues and opportunities, they have worked closely and 
collaboratively, focused resources effectively, and consistently 
delivered impressive results.”

“

They took time up front to ensure they had a good grasp of our 
business, our people and culture and as a result their 
recommendations and support was pretty spot on. Highly 
recommended.”

“

The agency from the beginning has had a very high level of 
professionalism and involvement with us and the project. They have 
very clear ideas, and always come up with new topics and alternatives. 
They always deliver projects or deliverables on time and are always 
open to any type of conversation or proposal. It has never been so easy 
to work with a non-Spanish agency, no matter the location or language, 
working with them is a great pleasure and their level of involvement 
and professionalism is really high.”

“

AMBITIOUS have been instrumental in helping us building our brand. 
We've had some excellent features in well respected outlets, as well as 
good advice on what we should focus on strategically.”“


